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Book 1 of 2: The Dragon Slayer. 

 
To some village folk, he was the Dragon Slayer. To the King of Zorgonia, he was their Guardian. To Liam 

himself, it was a mystery. He’d grown up with the dragons and he loved them. 



King Garrin loves his prosperous country, and all its people. It is surrounded on three sides by high, 

jagged snow-capped mountains, but its way of life and prosperity has always made it a target for 

brigands and armies of thieves. 

When Zorgonia is threatened again by a large army preparing to invade, the King knows that this time, 

the archers and unicorn army will be too small to handle the sheer size of the invasion. 

The country needs the dragons, the most fearsome creatures in the world (or so the dragons think!) But 

other than looking fearsome, there is not much they can do. 

Can Liam find a way to use the dragons and save Zorgonia?  

Can he use them in a way that they can go beyond just looking fearsome to being fearsome? 

If Zorgonia is to survive this threat he will need to do something bold. 
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Book 2 of 2: The Dragon Slayer. 

For the dragons of Zorgonia, life will never be the same again after new encounters with more soldiers, 

mythical ape-like creatures, and vicious flying beasts. 

Scythe, defeated in battle by the dragons, unicorns, and archers of Zorgonia, is captured by Liam and 

Meredith. Against Liam’s better judgement, Meredith persuades him to release her, believing she will 

not be able to survive the terrible dangers that lurk in the forests of Oceania. 

But survive she does and not only that but driven by revenge against Liam who killed her lover Wilbur, in 

a fight, eventually returns to the village of Zizith, where the survivors of her previous attempt to invade 

Zorgonia have gathered. 

Together, they raise a new, larger, and more formidable army to return to Zorgonia, overthrow the 

Kingdom and establish Scythe as Queen of Zorgonia. 

Nothing goes according to plan however and the army is detected and attacked by both Liam’s dragons 

and an unknown species of large, highly intelligent apelike creatures. 

Between the apelike creatures and the dragons, they turn the army away from Zorgonia towards a new 

destination, where, unknown to Liam and Scythe, nightmares exist. Large, savage, flying creatures 

become everyone’s new enemy. 
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Search For The Truth (Book 1). 

All it took was 5 seconds for the world to change forever. 
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For 28 passengers, the end of the world arrived on the morning of October 08, 2015. 

That morning, the unthinkable happened when several aircraft vanished from visual sight and radar in 
the vicinity of Cape Town International Airport, South Africa. 

Alpha Intercontinental Flight AHA 113 was one of these. Despite extensive efforts, no wreckage or 
debris was ever found. It was as if Flight AHA 113 had simply never existed. 

But … Flight AHA 113 had existed. It crashed into the sea and 28 survivors eventually made it to safety. 

This is their story. 

 

Review by Joy RS: 5.0 out of 5 Stars. Great fun with lots of adventure. Reviewed in the United States 
on June 18, 2018. Verified Purchase. I have just read both books (parts 1 and 2) and I found them very 
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When The Sun Blinked by David Harvey 

The Soldiers (Book 2). 

A world unimagined – the other side of the mountain range is as far removed from twenty-first century 
reality as a parallel universe. For the nine survivors the full extent of this pristine, wildlife-filled 
environment, is totally bizarre and an encounter with an unexpectedly large, but injured lion leaves 
them baffled – from a size perspective. 

From the top of one of the numerous mountains, a puzzling sighting provokes more disturbing questions 
than answers. From another side of the same mountain, they can overlook the bay into which they 
crashed, but what they see, simply adds more confusion to the puzzle. 

Making their way back to the other nineteen survivors, the information is shared, and a decision made 
to attempt to climb the massive mountain behind where they are living. If they can get high enough, it 
may bring the pieces of the puzzle together and either confirm or deny what they have seen. 

What they see provides the answer to what they went looking for. And if it is correct, there is not going 
to be any rescue – ever – and this is their new world, for better or worse. 

https://youtu.be/lxio251JgYU


Searching for other survivors takes them down the coastline to the remains of another crashed 
commercial airliner. 

Breaking into the hold enables them to scavenge enough supplies to enhance their current uncertain 
world. 

During the days of scavenging, they become aware that they are being watched from one of the 
mountains by seven armed men, dressed in the tattered remains of camouflage uniforms. These men, 
however, seem reluctant to come down and meet them, which raises suspicions in the minds of the 
survivors. 

When they finally do meet, their suspicions are confirmed. They are all soldiers, survivors of the same 
event which caused their helicopters to crash, but now they see the situation as an opportunity to take 
over the original group and re-populate the world according to their rules. 

A situation that cannot possibly end well. 

 

Review by Joy RS: 5.0 out of 5 Stars. A fresh new read that kept me wondering. Reviewed in the 
United States on June 18, 2018. Verified Purchase. I have just read both books (parts 1 and 2) and I 
found them very enjoyable. There are edge of your seat moments, sad moments, happy moments and I 
honestly found it hard to put them down at times. They also give the reader an interesting South African 
experience - so a bit exotic, if you like. I think they're extremely good considering that this is a first-time 
author, and I am definitely reserving a copy of #3. 
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admit that I have come to like quite a few. I suspected I knew what had happened to them and why the 
flora and fauna was so odd and I was pleased that Daniel and Benjamin agreed. This makes the story 
take on an Island in the Sea of Time (by SM Stirling) kind of vibe that adds some uniqueness to this story. 
I do like seeing bad guys get what is coming to them and it helped that these were not very bright bad 
guys. The ending has a small build up for the next book. 
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When The Sun Blinked by David Harvey 

The Lions (Book 3). 

Ten square kilometers (six square miles). That’s approximately the total amount of beach that provides 
relative safety for the survivors although even that comes with nature’s brutal reminders. 

At the top of the beach is a massive wetland. A wildlife paradise, but home to initially, five aggressive 
nomadic mountain lions. Down the beach from their camp, where they discovered the second aircraft 
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wreck, a clan of hyenas has taken residence. And now that the orcas have left the bay on their annual 
migration route, the great white sharks are once again at the top of the aquatic food chain. 

The five nomadic male lions explore their territory regularly and contact with the survivors is a 
frightening experience. Made even more so when the lions find mates and soon five becomes eleven 
lions living in the wetland. 

In a long food chain, the lions are the absolute apex predators. Nature can be beautiful or brutal, 
depending on one’s position in the food chain, and out here, the survivors are somewhere near the 
bottom and the message is driven home repeatedly. 

Carelessness costs lives – theirs. 

 

Review by Joy RS: 5.0 out of 5 Stars. Nail-biting. Reviewed in the United States on February 7, 2019. 
Verified Purchase. After reading books one and two in the series I had to read this, the final one. Back to 
my old friends, with a compelling storyline and extra doses of tension. At times I couldn't put it down, 
and at other times I was afraid to pick it up again. I really enjoyed this and didn't see the end coming - 
which is one of the hallmarks of a great story. Thank you for the read! 
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Retribution by David Harvey 
Seeds Of Revenge Book 1. 
 
Alexander Jack Lightfoot and Ethan Hunter experienced all kinds of hell in Afghanistan. When they 
became targets of a drug syndicate based in Cape Town, South Africa, they resorted to the only thing 
they knew. Meet force with greater force. 
…First came the extortion. 
…Then the harassment. 
…Then it became personal. 
…Which was a serious mistake. 
…Because that’s how retribution started. 
 

 

Review by Sean Paul 111: 5.0 out of 5 Stars. What a story. Reviewed in the United States on June 8, 
2021. Just when you think you've seen it all, think again! This no-frills thriller will take you on an epic 
adventure of highs and lows, ebbs, and flows. Buckle up for a page turner that will keep you hooked 
until the very end! 
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Retribution by Dave Harvey 

Winter Revenge (Book 2). 

Cesar Quevedo’s life revolves around revenge. The Cape Town winter rains are starting when heads will 
be down and buried under umbrellas. That will be his time to strike. 

Dimitri Alfieri also wants revenge but understands the value of waiting. In the meantime, he can’t stop 
niggling away at the Hout Bay family, despite being warned off. 

With drug money missing, two psychopathic killers with a reputation for brutality are sent from Bogota 
to Cape Town to find it. 

Needing fresh abalone suppliers, Cesar Quevedo unleashes his peculiar brand of brutality against an 
abalone poacher to simply make a point and later, meets Melissa Samuels, a key player in this world and 
surprises himself by succumbing to her charms. 

While Cesar Quevedo and Dimitri Alfieri spend their time plotting revenge, the Hout Bay family carry out 
a pre-emptive ambush with military precision against them. 

Dimitri learns a very painful and expensive lesson that leaves him in a hospital with a huge question 
mark. How could anyone know where he would be at a specific time and what he had in the boot of his 
car? 

In an elaborate but deadly game of chess, the stakes are high and the longer this game goes on, the 
more dangerous it becomes. 
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Retribution by Dave Harvey 

Twilight Revenge (Book 3). 

When Dimitri Alfieri was ambushed, he was shot twice as a lesson. The money he was carrying to be 
laundered, was stolen. 

He never saw who it was, he can’t prove anything but he believes the Hout Bay family need the money, 
they have the military experience so they had to be behind it. 

When a significant portion of the money is subsequently dumped in a public park, he becomes 
increasingly unravelled. 

Cesar Quevedo, the abalone poacher, his ally and only friend, is no stranger to ruthless violence. But he 
has his own problems. His earlier killing of an abalone poacher to send a message comes back to haunt 
him when an attempt is made on his life, leading to more violence and deaths. 

Now it is about to become personal. Dimitri Alfieri vs the Hout Bay family. He would like to believe that 
his friend Cesar, has his back. But Cesar is, inexplicably, in love and revenge is no longer part of his 
thinking. 
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Retribution by Dave Harvey 

Steps To Revenge (Book 4). 

Benito Alfieri expands his cocaine empire with a new market in Central Asia. 

His abalone market keeps growing, and other than the regular Hout Bay irritations, the world from his 
office is looking good. 
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Or so he thinks. 

Until one of his truck’s catches fire, destroying the contents, while a second one is hijacked and later 
torched, also destroying the contents. 

Were they accidents, random events, or something else? His Central Asian market feels the pinch of no 
delivery and they want payback. 

When problems arise, the Alfieri family resolve them their way using kidnappings, torture, murder, and 
corruption. 

Benito Alfieri is a very dangerous man, but the loss of the trucks with their loads of cocaine and the 
pushback from Central Asia are pushing him to the edge. 

The real Dimitri Alfieri, Benito’s nephew, emerges and proves that he has no boundaries when it comes 
to barbaric violence and revenge. 
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Retribution by Dave Harvey 

Unfulfilled Revenge (Book 5). 

In 2011 Columbian authorities closed down the Alfieri brothers drug empire, jailed Guido Alfieri for life 
and deported his brother Benito and Guido’s son Dimitri. 

With Guido’s help from behind bars, they washed up on the shores of Cape Town, South Africa and 
promptly set up shop. Helped by the fact that they were now living in one of the most dangerous cities 
in the world, Benito Alfieri quickly grasped existing crime syndicates by the throat and re-built the Alfieri 
drug empire. 

By 2016, they controlled the Cape Town drug distribution market, the Cape Town nightclub world, the 
bulk of all racketeering and money laundering markets in the Western Cape, as well as bribing, bending 
and forcing a significant number of police and politicians onto their payroll. The size of their cocaine 
market was now larger than in Colombia. 

When Dimitri Alfieri initially came to the Hout Bay business demanding monthly protection payments, 
they paid so that they would leave the business alone. The status quo would have maintained itself, but 
Alfieri made a mistake and threatened them. 

Which wasn’t just a mistake. It was the biggest blunder the Alfieri cartel could ever make. 
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Final Revenge (Book 6). 

“These are not good people. They are psychopathic murderers and drug dealers.” 

A story of crime, punishment, and retribution. 

Alfieri controls the Western Cape cocaine market, the Cape Town nightclub world and the bulk of all 
racketeering, money laundering and poached abalone markets. 

Life, notwithstanding what he sees as a few complications, is all about more money. 

While Alfieri plans expansion, corrupt politicians and police provide his protection and violence remains 
his problem eliminator. But, behind the scenes all is not going his way. 

Using a lethal combination of technology, drones and explosives, the Hout Bay team intend to get 
Benito Alfieri’s attention. 
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Message from Author: “I was born in Johannesburg, South Africa in 1951. I spent my early years in 
Linbro Park, a suburb of Johannesburg, on a small holding of peach trees, asparagus, and rhubarb, 
exploring the long disused next-door cemetery, avoiding snakes and grandpa’s beady eyes. (And they 
were eyes that missed nothing). 

From there the family relocated to a farm in Chingola, Northern Rhodesia (later Zambia). 

Given the farm was carved out of virgin forest, it was back to avoiding snakes and other denizens of the 
thick bush – but all good learning curves. 

From Zambia the family relocated to Rhodesia (later Zimbabwe) and from there I attended university in 
South Africa. 

Somehow it seemed that all of my school years were spent at isolated boarding schools, buried deep in 
the bush in both Northern Rhodesia and Rhodesia, which may account for a lot of my quirks. 

After the bush war, when Rhodesia became Zimbabwe, I emigrated back to South Africa where I now 
live in Cape Town. 
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